MAJOR: FASHION MERCHANDISING
B.S.F.C.S. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
COLLEGE OF FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES
WWW.FCS.UGA.EDU

University Requirements

_____ Cultural Diversity  _____ Environmental Literacy  _____ U.S. & Georgia History
_____ U.S. Constitution  _____ Georgia Constitution  _____ First-Year Odyssey Seminar
_____ Experiential Learning  _____ Physical Education

College Requirements

_____ FACS 2000  _____ FHCE 2100 or HDFS 2100

GENERAL EDUCATION CORE (60 HOURS)

I. FOUNDATION COURSES (9 hours)

_____ 3  ENGL 1101  English Composition I
_____ 3  ENGL 1102  English Composition II
_____ 3  MATH 1101 or higher  Mathematical Modeling

II. SCIENCES (7-8 hours)

I physical science and 1 life science (at least one with a laboratory)

One course from (CHEM 1110 and CHEM 1110L), PHYS 1010, or BIOL 1103 is required for this major due to prerequisites for major classes. Once the prerequisite is met, in either the physical or life sciences, you are free to choose any science from the remaining list.

_____ 3-4  ___________ Physical Science
_____ 3-4  ___________ Life Science

III. QUANTITATIVE REASONING (3-4 hours)

_____ 3-4  ___________ STAT 2000 or STAT 2100H required

IV. WORLD LANGUAGES AND CULTURE, HUMANITIES AND THE ARTS (12 hours)

World Languages and Culture (9 hours), Humanities and the Arts (3 hours)

_____ 3  ___________ World Languages and Culture
_____ 3  ___________ World Languages and Culture
_____ 3  ___________ World Languages and Culture
_____ 3  ___________ Humanities and the Arts

V. SOCIAL SCIENCES (9 hours)

_____ 3  ___________ POLS 1101 satisfies U.S. & GA Constitution requirements
_____ 3  ___________ HIST 2111 or 2112 satisfies U.S. & GA History requirement
_____ 3  ___________ Social Science PSYC 1101 or PSYC 1030H or SOCI 1101 or SOCI 1101H required

VI. MAJOR RELATED COURSES (18 hours)

_____ 3  ACCT 1160 or  Survey of Accounting or
ACCT 2101 or 2101H  Principles of Accounting I
_____ 3  ARTS 2000 or  Art Appreciation or
ARHI 2300 or 2400  Art History I or Art History II
_____ 3  COMM 1100 or 2150H or  Introduction to Public Speaking or
COMM 3200  Business and Professional Communication
_____ 3  CSCI 1100-1100L or  Introduction to Personal Computing or
MIST 2090 or 2190H  Introduction to Information Systems in Business
_____ 3  ECON 2105 or 2105H or  Principles of Macroeconomics or
ECON 2106 or 2106H  Principles of Microeconomics
_____ 3  FHCE 2100 or 2100H or  Family Economic Issues Through the Life Course or
HDFS 2100  Development Within the Family
MAJOR REQUIREMENTS (60 HOURS)

Required Courses (40 hours)

_____ 1  FACS 2000  Introduction to Family and Consumer Sciences
_____ 3  MARK 3001  Principles of Marketing
_____ 3  TXMI 3210  Fundamentals of Fashion Merchandising
_____ 3  TXMI 3240  Retail Planning and Buying
_____ 3  TXMI 3500  Textiles (Prerequisite: BIOL 1103, CHEM 1110/L, or PHYS 1010)
_____ 3  TXMI 3520  Textile Testing (Prerequisite: STAT 2000)
_____ 3  TXMI 3530  Apparel Quality Analysis
_____ 3  TXMI 4220 or  Apparel Line Development and Presentation or
               Texas Merchandising
               _____ 3  TXMI 4230  Dress, Society, and Culture (Prerequisite: PSYC 1101 or SOCI 1101)
               _____ 3  TXMI 4260  Global Sourcing and Logistics Textile Products and Apparel
               _____ 3  TXMI 4290  History of Dress and Fashion: Nineteenth Century to the Present
               _____ 3  TXMI 4520 or  Apparel and Textile Economics or
               Texas Merchandising
               _____ 3  TXMI 4540  International Textiles and Apparel
               _____ 3  TXMI 5230  Trend Analysis and Forecasting
               _____ 3  TXMI 5240 or  Retailing Apparel and Textiles or
               Texas Merchandising
               _____ 3  TXMI 5250  Global Retailing of Apparel and Textiles

Major Electives (12-13 hours)
Choose Option I or Option II

Option I: Fashion Merchandising
Choose 12-13 hours from ADPR 3100 or 3100H, ADPR 3850 or 3850H, EBUS 4010, FHCE 3100, TXMI 3540, TXMI 3570, TXMI 4160, TXMI 4250, TXMI(THEA) 4270, TXMI 4540, TXMI 4580, TXMI 4900, TXMI 5230, TXMI 5260, TXMI 5270, TXMI 5280, TXMI 5710, TXMI 5810, TXMI 5820, TXMI 5900, TXMI 5910

Option II: Fashion Merchandising with an Emphasis in Product Development and Design
_____ 3  TXMI 3540  CAD for Apparel Design and Production
_____ 3  TXMI 4160  Product Development in the Textile and Apparel Industries
_____ 3  TXMI 4250  Survey of Apparel and Soft Goods Manufacturing

Choose 3-4 hours from TXMI 4220, TXMI 5260, TXMI 5710, TXMI 5711, TXMI 5900, TXMI 5910

General Electives (7-8 hours)

P.E. (1 hour)
_____ 1     PEDB Physical Education

TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION: 120 (not including P.E.)

ACADEMIC ADVISOR:  Anne Allen
                  111 Dawson Hall
                  706-542-7276
                  aallen@uga.edu

Fall 2016